Abstract -Optoacoustic tomography is a fast developing imaging modality, combining the high contrast available from optical excitation of tissue with the high resolution and penetration depth of ultrasound detection. Light is subject to both absorption and scattering when traveling through tissue; adequate knowledge of tissue optical properties and hence the spatial fluence distribution is required to create an optoacoustic image that is directly proportional to chromophore concentrations at all depths. Using data from a commercial multispectral optoacoustic tomography (MSOT) system, we implemented an iterative optimization for fluence correction based on a finite-element implementation of the delta-Eddington approximation to the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE). We demonstrate a linear relationship between the image intensity and absorption coefficients across multiple wavelengths and depths in phantoms. We also demonstrate improved feature visibility and spectral recovery at depth in phantoms and with in vivo measurements, suggesting our approach could in the future enable quantitative extraction of tissue absorption coefficients in biological tissue.
resolution and penetration depth than is typically permitted with diffuse optical imaging. Measuring tissue response as a function of wavelength enables spectral resolution of different tissue chromophores, such as oxy-and deoxy-hemoglobin.
The optoacoustic image intensity is proportional to the initial acoustic pressure wave generated within a given pixel, which is in turn proportional to the laser light fluence reaching that pixel and the concentration of chromophores within it. The latter is the quantity we ultimately want to measure, by deriving the optical absorption coefficient in the pixel [2] . To achieve such 'quantitative optoacoustic imaging', we require solutions to both a relatively well studied acoustic inverse problem (e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6] ) as well as a rather more challenging optical inverse problem (e.g. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ).
Assuming a well established acoustic image reconstruction methodology, quantification efforts focus on retrieving the light fluence distribution, which is unknown and depends on the distribution of both absorption and scattering coefficients within the sample. Associated challenges include 'spectral coloring' and 'absorption-scattering non-uniqueness'. 'Spectral coloring' refers to modification of the spectrum reaching a given pixel compared to the spectrum incident at the surface, due to wavelength-dependent absorption in overlying tissue [15] . This can lead qualitatively to artifacts in the images and quantitatively to incorrect estimations of chromophore concentrations in deeper tissues. 'Absorptionscattering non-uniqueness' means that in general we cannot recover absorption and scattering distributions simultaneously and uniquely from a single measurement of the absorbed energy density, since both factors can directly affect the fluence distribution. It therefore not possible to say whether deviations between the measured and calculated energy density are due to an error in the absorption coefficient (μ a ) or scattering coefficient (μ s ) [11] . While the latter challenge can be mitigated with multiple light sources or wavelengths [11] , [16] (as used here), the former remains a significant problem for quantitative optoacoustic imaging in vivo.
In order to compensate for spectral coloring and extract quantitative chromophore concentrations, we must have knowledge of the light propagation through the entire object. While non-invasive, non-destructive assessment of the light field in tissues in vivo is possible in principle [17] [18] [19] , in practice it usually requires complex (and often expensive) additional instrumentation, hence the light fluence distribution is frequently modeled. Fortunately, there are a number of mathematical and numerical models that can be used to describe light propagation in optically absorbing and scattering media, reviewed comprehensively in [20] . Naturally, the speed of computation must be traded against the accuracy of the derived light fluence map. Using the random walk approach of Monte Carlo methods is considered the gold standard, but the computation time required is often significant making it unsuitable for iterative approaches, which calculate the fluence multiple times [20] . The Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) is commonly used, which expresses the conservation of energy during the absorption and scattering processes, characterizing tissue by μ a , μ s , and a 'phase function' that describes the directionality of the scattering process [11] . Approximations can be made in highly scattering media to obtain simpler solutions. The diffusion approximation is applicable when the directional dependence of the light fluence is weak; a limitation is that it cannot be used close to the tissue surface (within 1/ μ s ). The δ-Eddington approximation overcomes this limitation [21] resulting in a separation of the fluence into collimated and scattered components, which maintains an accurate description in the surface region and at depth. This property makes it highly relevant for application in tissue. The δ-Eddington approximation to the RTE has been shown to provide similar results to Monte Carlo but with a much faster computation time [22] .
To establish methodology for quantitative optoacoustic imaging that can be applied robustly in vivo, we chose to use an established acoustic reconstruction methodology [23] and the δ-Eddington approximation to the RTE. Under the condition of constant Grüneisen parameter and well modelled light fluence, there should exist a linear relationship between the initial pressure amplitude measured in the optoacoustic image and the absorption coefficient. We hypothesized that the use of a light fluence model to correct our image data would overcome spectral coloring and enable the linear relationship, which is not present in our raw data, to be recovered. To implement the correction, we used a finite-element method [7] . Importantly, we segmented the optoacoustic images into a small number of regions with distinct optical properties, which form the base of the iterative optimization loop [24] and speed up the convergence. We found that this implementation not only provided the expected linear relationship between the optoacoustic pixel intensities and the known absorption coefficient in tissue mimicking phantoms, but was also able to compensate for spectral coloring. Translating the correction procedure to in vivo data, we saw an improvement in the visualization of structures at depth (>5 mm) within the mouse.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Light Fluence Model and Correction Algorithm
Optoacoustic images are formed by reconstructing the original point source of the acoustic waves generated by the absorption of the laser pulse, as measured by ultrasound transducers placed around the object. The pixel intensity V (r ) in these images is usually expressed as a function of the voltage readings from the transducers and is related to the absorption coefficient distribution μ a (r ) through the system response α and the thermo-elastic Grüneisen parameter (both assumed spatially invariant), the reduced scattering coefficient μ s (r ) and the light fluence within a resolution limited elementary volume at position r as shown in Equation 1:
Calculating the distribution of laser light over the entire imaged object is not trivial, because the fluence distribution and the pixel intensity V (r ) in Equation 1 both depend on μ a (r ). To overcome this difficulty, we implemented an iterative optimization based on the modeling of the light fluence from the distributions of absorption and scattering coefficients in the imaged object. The optimization algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1 . The optimization procedure commences from the initial image, which is reconstructed in 2D using a model-based acoustic reconstruction (see below) [23] . To improve the speed of convergence of the optimization, we then use a priori knowledge of the structure of the object from the initial image to segment the object into regions, within which μ a (r ) and μ s (r ) are assumed to be constant. Each region is allocated a set of expected optical properties [μ a (r ) and μ s (r )] during the initialization that will be tuned during the optimization procedure. While this is clearly a valid assumption within simple phantoms, it could break down within more complex systems such as living subjects, which have a wide distribution of expected absorption and scattering values [25] . As we are operating in the near-infrared window, where absorption by hemoglobin dominates other chromophores by over two orders of magnitude, the spectral profile of a given organ will be dominated by how blood rich and perfused it is. Variations in hemoglobin concentration and oxygenation within a given organ are small (less than 20%, even in the kidney where the medulla is hypoxic relative to the cortex), compared to the variation between organs (which can be of order of magnitude). We therefore decided to segment our in vivo slice data at the organ level rather than to account for intra-organ heterogeneity in this initial study. Further experimental work would be needed to establish the heterogeneity of optical absorption and scattering within organs such as the kidney and spleen, since published values are normally given on a per-organ basis [25] , [26] .
The light fluence model used in the optimization is a δ-Eddington approximation to the Radiative Transfer Equation [8] , [22] , [27] , shown to perform well at the surface and deep inside an imaged object [22] , [27] . It was implemented using a finite-element approach [28] on a GPU card to speed up the computation time [29] . The optimization procedure was implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks), using the minimization function 'fmincon()' with no cap on the maximum number of allowed iterations. Convergence was typically reached within 150 iterations for 5 regions of interest. We also implemented patternsearch, ga and simanneal (all available within the MATLAB Global Optimization Toolbox) for comparison, but these failed closure tests based on data prepared using a forward model with defined μ a (r ) and μ s (r). The absorption coefficients were left free to vary over a wide range between 0 and 10 cm -1 , while the scattering coefficients were tightly constrained to vary within 10 % (using hard bounds 0.9 to 1.1) of their nominal values for phantoms [30] and mouse organs [26] . Relaxing the constraint on μ s (r ) (to hard bounds in the range 0.1 to 5) revealed greater variation in the extracted fluence maps, especially for the in vivo data, but repeated application of the narrow constraint (0.9 -1.1) reliably produced the same μ a (r ) and μ s (r ) pair.
We performed the computation on 2D slices using a 2D fluence model, which has been shown to be an accurate approximation to a 3D model in the case of phantoms with uniform optical properties in the out-of-plane (z) direction [13] . Although we found that in phantoms, the 2D model performed better than the equivalent model in 3D with 21 illuminated slices (which required all available memory to store the MATLAB matrix), we anticipate that the 2D model may not be generalizable to all complex cases encountered in vivo. To perform these initial studies in vivo, we therefore chose a central slice within an organ, so that the optical properties would be relatively smoothly varying and symmetric out-ofplane (see Section II-D). For a typical slice (332x332 pixels), 2D modeling takes on average 2.5 min for 10 optimization variables (5 regions) on AMD Radeon R9 200 series with 4 Gb memory and 1250 MHz memory clock.
The minimization function is the pixel-by-pixel norm of the difference between modeled and raw intensities from the initial image. Both the modeled and raw data are normalized to their integrals, as the global scale factor between the raw data and the model is not known. Due to this normalization we do not at present use the optical parameters (μ a (r ), μ s (r )) returned by the fit. Instead, the pattern of the light fluence across the object is used to correct the initial image, the result of which is then used for spectral analysis (see Section II-C). The fluence correction is applied by dividing pixel-by-pixel the initial image with the final fluence model (Figure 1 ). The fluence correction algorithm is run independently for each different wavelength and imaged slice. The geometry of the MultiSpectral Optoacoustic Tomography (MSOT) system used in the study. (a) Phantoms (of diameter d = 2cm) or mice are suspended a distance c = 3 cm from the cylindrical array of focused transducers using a custom holder as shown in (b). The holder can be translated in the z direction through the detection plane.
From Equation 1, one can derive the relationship between the image intensity V (r ) and the absorption parameter μ a (r ).
If we make the assumption that the Grüneisen parameter has no spatial dependence within the object, then the only parameter with unknown spatial dependence in Equation 1 is the fluence. Hence, provided that we derive the spatial component of the fluence correctly, we expect to achieve a linear relationship between V (r ) and μ a (r ) across the entire image.
B. MultiSpectral Optoacoustic Tomography System
Imaging was performed with a commercial small animal MultiSpectral Optoacoustic Tomography (MSOT) system (iThera Medical), the geometry of which is shown in Figure 2 . The system has been described in detail elsewhere [31] . The sample is suspended from a custom holder that aligns it with the center of the transducer ring and immersed in heated water for ultrasound coupling via a polyethylene membrane. 3D tomography is achieved by moving the sample through the transducer ring. A tunable (660 -1200 nm) pulsed laser with pulse width <10 ns and repetition rate of 10 Hz excites the sample through a multi-arm fiber bundle, which provides a homogeneous, 360-degree illumination over a cylindrical geometry. The resulting acoustic waves are simultaneously detected by a ring of ultrasound transducers arranged over an azimuthal span of 270-degrees around the cylinder (Figure 2 ) whose frequency response is best characterized by a Gaussian with peak sensitivity at 5 MHz and a transmit/receive bandwidth of 60 %. This detection geometry allows for resolution of approximately 150 μm in the imaging plane and 900 μm out of plane. The reconstruction algorithm includes an electrical impulse response correction, which accounts for the Gaussian response of the ultrasound transducers by deconvolving a reference impulse response from the measured acoustic signals. The reference impulse response is based on the vendor specifications for transducer performance, the key parameters of which (5 MHz center frequency, 60 % bandwidth) were verified by the manufacturer of the supplied transducer array using pulse-echo ultrasound. The transducer time series signals are then reconstructed into 2D pressure maps using the default settings supplied with ViewMSOT v3.6 and the linear modelbased reconstruction algorithm [23] with a pixel size of 100 μm. The algorithm calculates an accurate forward model of the detection geometry and inverts it to determine the acoustic source distribution that is the base for the aforementioned correction algorithm. Negative pixel values are set to zero and ignored in the analysis since they have no physical meaning in the sense of generated pressure or absorption; they reflect artifacts resulting from the imperfect system geometry. The resulting image is the 'initial image' in Figure 1 .
C. Phantom Data Acquisition and Analysis
For clarity, the four different phantom types used in this paper are summarized in Figure 3 . All materials were purchased from Sigma Aldrich unless otherwise stated. Phantoms containing a range of optical properties in the bulk and inclusions were used to establish and validate our model. Gels were used to produce phantoms with 20 mm radius by mixing 1.5 % w/v agar with: 1) a known absorber to define the absorption properties of the phantom; and 2) intralipid to define the scattering as μ s = 5 cm -1 , at a reference wavelength of 800 nm [32] .
The first phantom set for calibration, with rod and sphere inclusions and varying bulk absorption, was used to test the expected linear relationship between absorption coefficient and optoacoustic image signals. Rods were defined using 3D printed molds placed within the bulk, which were removed after the bulk had set to allow the introduction of liquid agarose with different absorption properties. Absorption values were defined using the relatively flat absorber Indian Ink (Higgins) and verified at wavelengths between 700 and 900 nm in 50 nm steps using a plate reader (Molecular Devices), before the incorporation of agarose powder. The inclusion absorber concentration is 0.92 cm -1 , at a reference wavelength of 800 nm. Multiples of this concentration (0, 1/16, 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2) were used for the bulk, generating a phantom set with constant inclusion and varying bulk absorptions. Negligible changes to the measured quantities were observed in response to incorporation of agarose powder. Phantoms with "0 cm -1 ," have no indian ink and the residual absorption from all other components (agar, intralipid) is smaller than 0.01 cm -1 , in the wavelength range of our laser [30] . We repeated all measurements for a phantom of fixed bulk but varying rod absorption coefficients using nigrosin rather than Indian Ink as the absorbing dye, to test the robustness of the approach to different dyes and different imaging systems (see below).
The second phantom set for spectral coloring, with two distinct absorbers at fixed concentrations, was used to test the impact of fluence correction on spectral coloring. Absorption values were defined using indocyanine green (ICG) for the phantom bulk and nigrosin for the inclusions and were verified at wavelengths between 660 and 900 nm in variable steps using a plate reader (BMG Labtech), to ensure adequate coverage of the ICG absorption peak. Final phantom concentrations corresponded to absorption values of 0.15 cm -1 , for ICG and 0.4 cm -1 , for nigrosin at a wavelength of 779 nm. We prepared two rod inclusions, each with a diameter of 3 mm, one at the center of the phantom and one near the surface to compare the impact of spectral coloring as a function of depth.
MSOT for both sets of phantoms was performed using 20 frame averages. The chromophore concentrations can be established using spectral analysis [15] , based on the linear relationship between the measured pixel intensity and the absorption coefficients of the identified chromophores μ a i :
where c i is the concentration of an identified chromophore species i and i (λ) is the associated molar extinction coefficient. Extinction curves for Equation 2 were obtained from the verification measurements of phantom absorbers, allowing extraction of the chromophore concentrations through simple linear inversion, referred to as 'unmixing'. The linear unmixing was applied to both initial and fluence corrected images from the spectral coloring phantoms and the accuracy of the fit (as assessed by the χ 2 parameter) was used to quantify the impact of fluence correction. Qualitatively, the fluence models ( Figure 3) show that small spherical inclusions have little influence on the fluence distribution (compared to the bulk phantom), however, large cylindrical inclusions (rods) reduce the amount of light available in the center. All phantom data were acquired at a fixed water bath temperature of 34 degrees Celsius. The first phantom set containing rods and spheres used in this paper was imaged using a 128-element transducer (inVision 128), while the remaining data was acquired using an upgraded model featuring 256 detector elements (inVision 256). We verified by repeating the rod phantom experiment in both versions of the system that the change in transducer number did not impact the studies performed here since the acoustic properties remained the same. Constant values of the absorption coefficient were taken within each region defined by the segmentation, hence by construction, the distribution is step-wise constant; to take into account possible phantom imperfections (e.g. drift of the rod axis), we use image segmentation data rather than the ideal blueprint phantom geometry for our computations of light fluence. This segmentation is performed manually in MATLAB. Each inclusion is treated as an independent region in the optimization, even though inclusions are all made from the same mixture. Error bars shown are standard error of the mean throughout the paper.
D. In vivo Data Acquisition and Analysis
All animal procedures were conducted in accordance with project and personal licenses issued under the United Kingdom Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, 1986. Healthy nude mice (Charles River; n = 4) were anesthetized with 1.5-2% isoflurane for the duration of the imaging and maintained at 36 degrees Celsius. Mice were allowed to stabilize within the system for approximately 15 minutes prior to imaging and respiration was maintained at a constant rate by changing the level of isoflurane as required. Nude mice do not possess skin melanin, so for this study the dominant chromophores were oxy-and deoxy-hemoglobin, which at physiologically relevant concentrations have absorption coefficients two orders of magnitude greater than water and fat. In order to explore the impact of systemic oxygenation on the performance of our light fluence correction, we mixed the isoflurane anesthetic with either medical air or 100 % oxygen. An imaging slice was recorded from the torso of the mice centered on the kidneys and spleen. MSOT was performed between excitation wavelengths of 690 and 880 nm in 10 nm increments, with 10 frame averages. For in vivo data, image segmentation was performed manually by delineating the major organs present in the slice. Contouring individual small blood vessels is not possible with the limited resolution of the imaging data; only larger vessels such as the aorta and inferior vena cava are considered separately.
Scattering coefficients for mouse tissues from [26] are used to initialize the fluence model, applying muscle values for the spine region, blood for the larger, resolvable, blood vessels and adipose for unspecified regions ("bulk"). For biological data, the μ s bounds of 0.9-1.1 are likely a conservative estimate given physiological and trans-species variations. After application of the model, fluence correction was first applied to data from each individual wavelength, then oxy-and deoxyhemoglobin concentrations were extracted from image data using the simple linear regression from Equation 2. Reference spectra were derived from the literature [33] . All spectral data shown are normalized to the pixel with highest fluence in the map at 690 nm to enable comparison across data sets. For the comparison of gas breathing, we define oxygen saturation, SO
M S OT 2
, as the ratio of our extracted oxy-and total hemoglobin (oxy-plus deoxy-hemoglobin) weighted signals from the linear regression data.
III. RESULTS
A. Phantom Data 1) Calibration Phantoms: Figure 4 provides a graphical illustration of a single slice optimization. The algorithm starts from the segmented image (Figure 4 (a) ) using an arbitrary starting point value for the absorption coefficient and iteratively generates fluence maps (Figure 4 (b) ) based on the segmentation, varying the optical parameters of each defined region from the segmented image until the modeled image resembles the initial image (Figure 4 (c) ). The fluence model (Figure 4 (b) ) and fluence corrected image (Figure 4 (d) ) are both output from the algorithm. It can be observed qualitatively that before correction (Figure 4 (c) , red arrows), the intensity of the inner rod appears lower than the outer rods, despite having the same absorption coefficient. In addition, the inner regions of the bulk appear darker compared to the outer regions. These artifacts due to optical attenuation in overlying media are removed upon fluence correction (Figure 4 (d) ). To visualize this quantitatively, a line profile (illustrated on Figure 4 (d)) was drawn through the phantom, covering bulk and inclusions (Figure 4 (e) ). In the raw data, the peaks corresponding to the absorbing inclusions show a strong gradient in their intensity between the outer and inner surfaces of the inclusion, while the bulk signal exhibits a soft, radial decay (akin to beam hardening in X-ray imaging). After correction, the radial decay of the bulk is reduced in magnitude and the fluence-related artifact in the inclusions is almost completely removed.
A linear relationship between the reconstructed pixel intensity V (r ) and the measured absorption coefficients for all regions in the first phantom set was not present in the raw data and was only established after fluence correction (Figure 5 (a) ). Data in Figure 5 (a) were compiled from all regions (bulk and inclusions) defined by segmentation, across all wavelengths, and with both indian ink-and nigrosin-based phantoms within the first phantom set. These data illustrate the consistency of the fluence correction result across multiple phantoms and absorbers. Data is shown as the average of measurements over multiple slices and different phantoms regions with identical known absorption, hence the error bars are largely contained within the plotted points. The linear relationship is quantitatively reflected in the parameters of the fit (constrained to pass through x = 0, y = 0), which were more tightly constrained following correction (raw slope: 0.94± 0.05, S y.x = 0.32; corrected slope: 0.77± 0.02, S y.x = 0.16). Measurements below 0.7 cm -1 , are bulk measurements, while those beyond are inclusion measurements. The raw data shows a linear relationship to the measured absorption coefficient only below 0.15 cm -1 , while it is maintained up to 2.5 cm -1 , after fluence correction. This is further illustrated by the residuals of the linear fit, which were far lower for the corrected data and are shown in Figure 5 (b) .
Using the fact that the rod phantom contained inclusions at well defined positions near the center and near the surface of the phantom, we calculated intensity ratios between the inner inclusion and the outer ones to quantify the effect of bulk attenuation ( Figure 5 (c) ). Since all inclusions are made from the same mixture, the intensity ratio between inner and outer inclusions is expected to be 1 if the light propagation to the site of absorption is correctly accounted for. The application of the light fluence correction produces a statistically significant increase in the intensity ratio, from 0.79± 0.01 to 0.95± 0.01 for bulk μ a = 0 cm -1 , and 0.72± 0.01 to 0.897± 0.005 for bulk μ a = 0.23 cm -1 ,( p < 0.0001 in both cases).
2) Spectral Coloring Phantoms: Spectral coloring refers to the impact of the absorption spectrum of more superficial chromophores within a sample on the recorded data at depth. To explore this effect, we used the second phantom set to extract the influence of the peaked absorption spectrum of ICG on the recorded spectrum of the nigrosin dye, which is monotonically decaying within our wavelength range. Intensity spectra of the phantom inclusions can be seen in Figure 6 , while fit residuals and intensity ratios calculated between the inner and outer inclusions are in Figure 7 .
From Figure 6 (a), it is clear that spectral coloring is impacting the raw data, since a minimum appears in the nigrosin spectra at the peak absorption of the ICG spectrum for both inner and outer inclusions. This trend was removed after fluence correction as shown in Figure 6 (b), although some 'overcompensation' is seen at the wavelengths closest to the peak absorption (775, 779, 800nm). Nonetheless it is evident from Figure 7 (a) that the absolute difference between the image intensity data and the pure nigrosin spectrum is consistently smaller after correction for all wavelengths. The ratios (Figure 7 (b) ) calculated for the raw data vary as a function of wavelength, reproducing the negative of the peak of the ICG, as the bulk absorption is not accounted for at this stage. Despite this, we found an overall improvement in the average ratio, which increased from 0.86± 0.02 to 1.03± 0.05 following correction ( p = 0.02).
We were also able to establish the effect of fluence correction on the extracted chromophore concentrations by linear unmixing according to Equation 2. Numerical results are detailed in Table I for linear unmixing performed on raw Fig. 6 . Intensity spectra of inner and outer rod inclusions in the spectral coloring phantom, before (a) and after (b) fluence correction. Overlaid curves are the absorption spectra of the dye (measured independently; solid line) and spectral unmixing results (calculated from data; dashed lines). The absorption spectrum of ICG in the bulk impacts the raw nigrosin spectra, but the effect is largely negated after fluence correction. All data are rescaled to the reference point of 660 nm for comparison. Associated least squares residuals and intensity ratios of the rod inclusions are shown in Figure 7 .
and fluence corrected data. As expected, in Figure 6 fluence correction has the greatest impact on the inner inclusion, and this is also evident in Table I by the improvements in fit quality, expressed as Pearson's χ 2 test. After correction, there are similar fit qualities for both the inner and outer inclusions and the bulk; in addition, the linear unmixing results for the outer inclusion (nigrosin) and the bulk (ICG) are close to the ground truth (unity). The fluence correction does not produce an improvement in the linear unmixing results for the inner inclusion, likely due to the 'overcompensation' observed at wavelengths close to the ICG peak absorption.
B. In vivo Mouse Data
Following validation in phantom data, the fluence correction procedure was then applied to data acquired in vivo from nude mice. Figure 8 shows qualitatively the effect of the correction applied at 690 nm, where deoxyhemoglobin absorption dominates, and at 880 nm, where the dominant contribution is from oxyhemoglobin. The segmentation used during the optimization procedure is also shown. As expected from our phantom data, the fluence exhibits a radial decrease from the surface to the center. Less light penetrates to the center of the mouse at 690 nm than at 880 nm, due to the higher degree of absorption and scattering at the shorter wavelength. The asymmetric distribution of the fluence is likely due to the presence of the spleen on one side of the mouse, which is a highly absorbing blood rich organ. Following application of the fluence correction, a clear enhancement of the central features (aorta, vena cava, inner part of the kidney) can be seen compared to the raw image, as made clear in the line profiles of Figure 8 . In particular, the aorta, which carries oxygenated blood, is more clearly visible after correction in the 880 nm data as expected due to the spectral dominance of oxyhemoglobin in this region.
To investigate the effect of spectral coloring in vivo, we defined two independent regions of interest in the kidney, one in the outer cortex and one in the inner cortex (Figure 9 (a) ), as well as regions of interest within the aorta and inferior vena cava (IVC). The normalized intensity spectra before and after fluence correction in each region of interest are shown in Figure 9 . All spectral data are normalized as per image data to enable comparison across data sets. From Figure 9 , it is clear that fluence correction mostly affects central features (aorta, IVC and inner kidney cortex), increasing their intensity for all wavelengths as well as changing the spectral shape. While a general enhancement across all wavelengths is seen for the aorta, the fluence compensation tends to differentially enhance the shorter wavelengths for the kidney and IVC regions of interest.
Spectral unmixing of the contributions of oxy-and deoxyhemoglobin was also performed, using a simple linear inversion with two components: oxy-and deoxyhemoglobin (excluding negative pixels, which were set to 0). Oxygen saturation, SO M S OT 2 , was taken as the ratio of the extracted oxy-and total hemoglobin (oxy-plus deoxy-hemoglobin) weighted values from the linear unmixing data. We compared the data acquired when the mice were breathing medical air (21% oxygen) or 100% oxygen. The raw and fluence corrected SO M S OT 2 values averaged over the entire region of interest (Figure 9 (a) ) and across all four mice are shown in Table II . The relative SO M S OT 2 values are consistently lower than the expected physiological SO 2 values, which may be due to the fact that our simple linear unmixing provides only oxyand deoxy-hemoglobin weighted images, rather than absolute concentrations. Interestingly, the fluence correction produces no significant change in the extracted SO M S OT 2 values.
IV. DISCUSSION
The goal of this study was to accurately recover the spectral profile of excitation light used for optoacoustic tomography. By accurately modeling light fluence in the data reconstruction, we ultimately hope to enable quantitative imaging of deep tissue chromophore concentrations. Here, we took the first steps in implementing the light fluence model for phantom and in vivo data.
Our first key finding is that light fluence correction allows us to establish a linear relationship between the reconstructed image intensity and independently measured absorption coefficients up to 2.5 cm -1 , in agarose gel phantoms. Moreover, the light fluence correction compensates for spectral coloring Our second key finding is that our implementation of the light fluence correction algorithm can also be applied to in vivo data. Our model depends on the approximate knowledge of the spatial distribution of the optical parameters, which is well controlled for phantoms, but less well known in living tissues. In the latter case, boundaries between regions of distinct optical properties can be blurred and average optical properties depend on the measurement scale, hence it was not obvious that the same approach would be possible. Nevertheless, we chose to manually segment the organs of interest and assign them published values of μ s for initialization of the model. Encouragingly, our results show that the application of the correction does improve our ability to visualize organs at depth (>5 mm into the tissue). It also impacts the observed spectral coloring within the kidney cortex, aorta and inferior vena cava. When these data were combined to perform linear unmixing to derive oxygenation (SO M S OT 2 ), however, very little change was observed. Considering the spectra derived within the kidney, fluence correction appears to amplify slightly more the shorter wavelengths, where the deoxyhemoglobin dominates the absorption. However, since blood is predominantly oxygenated, this could explain the negligible change in SO M S OT 2 after correction.
There are some limitations to our study. At present, we extract only the geometrical distribution of the fluence function rather than absolute values of absorption coefficient, given our normalization of both the modeled and raw data. We tightly constrained one of our unknowns, the scattering coefficient, to within 10 % of the nominal value in a bid to improve the convergence of our algorithm. Nevertheless, it will be necessary to reduce the number of free parameters to better constrain the problem in future to enable the extraction of absolute absorption coefficients.
The computation of light fluence in 2D potentially places a further limitation for the in vivo case. The 2D model has been shown to be an accurate approximation to the 3D model in the case of phantoms, where optical properties in the outof-plane (z) direction are uniform [13] . For more complex geometries, the validity of this finding is unlikely to generalize. We chose a specific imaging slice in vivo through the center of the kidneys and spleen, where we expect the optical properties to be relatively smoothly varying and symmetric out-of-plane. In general, it is likely that absorbers such as blood vessels, adjacent to the imaging plane, will impact the modeled fluence in the slice of interest. Future work will require the use of 3D modeling to investigate the impact of slice-to-slice variation in optical properties on the results from our 2D model and establish the limits within which it can be applied in vivo.
We have also assumed a spatially invariant system response α and Grüneisen parameter in order to establish the linear relationship tested in the phantom experiments. Thermal and mechanical properties were maintained in phantoms by using the same material (agar) to form both the bulk and inclusions and we performed measurements at a fixed temperature. In the mouse, however, the Grüneisen parameter may not necessarily be uniformly distributed, although we expect oxy-and deoxyhemoglobin to share the same Grüneisen parameter, owing to their physical location inside red blood cells [34] . In order to convert our fluence corrected images into quantitative maps of absorption coefficient in appropriate units, we need to independently measure the system response α. We should then confirm the spatial independence of the Grüneisen coefficient at 36 degrees Celsius in vivo. With this information in hand, we could re-build the algorithm to perform optimization without normalization and directly derive the absorption coefficient from Equation 1 .
To extend this model robustly for use in biological applications of MSOT, further work is needed to understand the quantitative impact of the correction on the evaluation of hemoglobin concentration and oxygenation, as well as in relation to injected contrast agents. Implementation of an automatic segmentation algorithm would likely be necessary if the algorithm were to be extended to routine use. Ultrasound scans performed independently or within a dual optoacoustic/ultrasound imaging device could help with segmentation. This would have to be coupled with a detailed database of optical properties for mouse tissues to be used by the algorithm as reference values. This approach could speed up the convergence of the fluence model by taking a starting point close to the expected result, with the ultimate aim to perform real-time fluence corrections.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We successfully used a finite-element method to evaluate accurately the spatial distribution of light fluence during optoacoustic tomography in phantoms and in vivo. Applying the fluence correction resulted in: a direct linear relationship between the reconstructed optoacoustic pixel intensities and the known absorption coefficient in phantoms; improved visualization of structures at depth in vivo; and compensation for spectral coloring observed both in phantoms and in vivo. These findings pave the way towards quantitative extraction of tissue absorption coefficients and accurate blood oxygenation measurements in the future.
